Unlock the
Power of Data

Gartner – Leader in
2022 Magic Quadrant
for Data and Analytics
Service Providers

With Wipro and Snowflake

Wipro is an Elite Snowflake partner that
strategically works with business leaders to
realize the full potential of cloud computing
and accelerate time to market by modernizing
their legacy data infrastructures.

The Wipro Snowflake partnership combined with
Wipro’s Snowflake Data Cloud and Consulting
Services, accelerators, strong Center of
Excellence with portfolio of industry leading
solutions, enables us to strategically address our
client’s business challenges and deliver
cloud-native data solutions while delivering
transformative business value.

Wipro Credentials on Snowflake

20,000+

500+

180+

Data & AI Resources globally

Snowflake Consultants

Snowflake Certified Consultants

45+

2 times Snowflake
Partner of the
Year Award winner

Only partner to implement and
manage Petabyte scale
Data on Cloud

Customers

Wipro’s partnership with Snowflake enable enterprise leaders to unlock the power of data by enabling
faster performance, elimination of duplicate data, scalability, higher value-added tasks focus,
improved visibility and responsiveness, and faster time to insights.

A Snapshot of our Global Reach

Wipro led the world’s
largest Snowflake data
transformation

Created a first of its kind modern data platform on AWS and Snowflake by partnering and
contributing to the accelerator build, architecture, and end-2-end program execution with
an objective of 11 PB of data migration from on-premise to cloud, leading to 70% Less
licensing and support effort and 20% less TCO. This also enabled business to improve
upon their query/user concurrency issues, enabled near real time analytics and decision
making, and addressed data availability delays

Our Service Offerings
Consulting and Strategy
Data Modernization and Transformation
Architecture and Roadmap

Rehost, Refactor, Redesign
Operate - Smart Monitoring and Optimization
Wipro FullStride Data Platform

Accelerators
Wipro FullStride Data Platform
Wipro’s FullStride Data Platform is a one-stop
automated cloud migration solution designed to
unlock the power of data insights to drive business
growth and value. It’s innovative suite of accelerators
and ready-to-deploy modules allow enterprises to
develop an effective plan for migrating legacy
applications and data, as well as prioritize their
cloud investment. Powered by AI/ML, this platform
brings together Wipro’s leading cloud and data
expertise to modernize data operations

RepoCHK
Wipro’s RepoCHK tool automates the data level
validation of Reports before & after re-pointing
to Snowflake DB leading to 46% productivity
gains in overall Report data validation effort.
This will help businessexpedite their report
modernization/migration timelines translating
to early business value realization

SnowPro
Wipro’s SnowPro ensures end to end automatic
conversion of SQLs into Snowflake Queries
resulting in approximately 70% savings in SQL
Conversion Effort

CDRS
Wipro’s CDRS is an automated End to End DB
migration accelerator that can be used to migrate
Data to Snowflake along with data reconciliation
routines leading to average 50% Productivity
gains in migration effort. This will enable faster
history data availability for Business

SNIPE
AI Powered Report Rationalization and BI
Platform Modernization tool which simplifies
the BI landscape, establishes BI governance,
and helps reduce Tool and Report proliferation.
It’s a metadata focused Business Intelligence
transformation toolkit and helps in automatic
DB connection changes/switches for repointing
use cases. This will help business expedite their
report modernization/migration timelines
translating to early business value realization

Wipro Limited (NYSE: WIT, BSE: 507685, NSE: WIPRO) is a leading global information technology, consulting and
business process services company. We harness the power of cognitive computing, hyper-automation, robotics,
cloud, analytics, and emerging technologies to help our clients adapt to the digital world and make them successful.
A company recognized globally for its comprehensive portfolio of services, strong commitment to sustainability and
good corporate citizenship, we have over 240,000 dedicated employees serving clients across six continents.
Together, we discover ideas and connect the dots to build a better and a bold new future.

